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For the love of complexity

W
hat lessons do you remember
best? Textbook texts or those
where you experienced a pro-
blem yourself and had to

think hard about it?

The Perspectivity Game creates a lesson
from experience in the social dynamics of
sustainability issues. The game puts its
players in the shoes of national politi-
cians. Each participant is responsible for
the expansion of a virtual economy on
the game board. The growth process en-
compasses the issues that our world lea-

ders are all too familiar with: growth
spurts, limited resources, international
negotiations, downturns and conflicts. 
The players face the crucial trade-off be-
tween long term sustainability and short
term economic growth. They experience
the impact of choices of individuals as
well as of groups.

The Perspectivity Game  triggers a unique
learning experience that will leave the
participants with an improved under-
standing of how a sustainable future
could materialise.

No greater learning than from experience 

PERSPECTIVITY 
GAME

‘A great way to
experience some

of the most
important
dilemmas

multinationals
have to deal

with.’
Jeremy Bentham,

Royal Dutch Shell
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NO GREATER LEARNING THAN FROM EXPERIENCE
PERSPECTIVITY GAME

Participants: The ideal number is 24 or higher multiples       
of 12, but different numbers are possible

Duration: 2,5 hours
Languages: English, Dutch, Chinese, French, Russian,

Arabic...and ask for other possibilities

* Six pioneering countries developing the globe.

* Play at being a world leader.

* Expand your economy.

* Go after the world’s most valuable resources.

* Other emerging economies may have similar plans.               

* How can you best maximise your revenues?

THE BASICS

    DEVELOPERS
The Perspectivity Game was developed by the
Perspectivity Network, which aims to contribute
to potential solutions for complex social pro-
blems using inspired dialogue and self-reflective
learning.

QUESTIONS & BOOKINGS

Mail us at: game@perspectivity.org

perspectivity.org

  Target Audience
The Perspectivity Game can be played with
a wide range of participant groups. In recent
years the Perspectivity Game has been or-
ganized all over the world, for companies
like Shell, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, for
NGO’s like Greenpeace, universities like Uni-
versity of Amsterdam, the London School of
Economics, for the World Bank, the Asian
Forum on Global Governance, the As ia-
Pacific Programme for National Security Of-
ficers…..and many more.

The Perspectivity Game is also suitable for
use within seminars and conferences on
themes like environmental and social sus-
tainability and (cross-border) cooperation,
and within schools. 

The game is followed by a po-
werful debriefing and group dis-
cussion.

Special Editions
Perspectivity developed a spe-
cial National Security Edition, a
Food Edition, and other the-
matic versions may be deve-
loped at special request.


